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Calling z/OS UNIX Kernel
Services

By  S t eve  C oms t o c k

TODAY,not only is z/OS UNIX available in every shop
running z/OS, but also x/OS UNIX is required to

be up and running for z/OS to be functional.
This means a programmer can call UNIX services from programs

written in Assembler, COBOL, PL/I, C, and so on. Some of these serv-
ices are useful even for non-UNIX applications. For example, you can
call a “sleep” routine to put your application in a wait state for some
number of seconds, without having to call an Assembler subroutine.

As another example, if you want to call a subroutine dynamically
that is residing in the HFS, you must use UNIX services. In this arti-
cle, we use this service as a vehicle for demonstrating calls to UNIX
services from programs written in Assembler, COBOL, PL/I, and C.

All of the available services are documented in the IBM publication
“UNIX System Services Programming: Assembler Callable Services
Reference” (see note at end of article). Do not let the title of the book
deceive you: these services may also be called from high level languages.

These services are all called with parameters being passed in the
“classic” manner: R1 points to a list of addresses; each address points
to a parameter. Parameters may be structures, arrays, or (most com-
monly) elementary data items. For character string parameters, there is
no need to pass a null-terminated string (a UNIX approach) because
you always pass the address of a fullword binary integer along with the
address of the string. The integer contains the length of the string (or
at least the number of significant characters).

In our example, we want to dynamically call a subroutine called
“dbin” that is stored under the HFS directory “/u/scomsto/bin”. The
subroutine requires no parameters and returns no value—it just issues
some messages. It is not coded nor bound as a DLL, so we must load
the routine using the BPX1LOD UNIX kernel service.

There are three parts to accomplishing our task, and they must be
done in all four languages as follows. First, define / declare / initialize
variables to be used as parameters. Second, call the BPX1LOD service
(this brings the subroutine into memory from the HFS directory).
Finally, call the routine that was loaded.

The BPX1LOD service expects to be passed eight arguments, as follows:

1. filename_len—a fullword binary integer containing the
[meaningful] length of the variable that contains the name of the
file we will be loading

2. filename—a character string containing the name of the subroutine
3. flags—a fullword binary integer specifying options; discussed later
4. path_len—a fullword binary integer containing the [meaningful]

length of the variable that contains the name of the directory that
contains the file we will be loading

5. path_name—a character string containing the name of the directory
containing the executable we want to load

6. return_value—a fullword into which the service will place the
address of the entry point of\ the loaded subprogram; if the load
was not successful, this will contain -1; if the program is to be
entered in AMODE31, the leftmost bit will be on

7. return_code—a fullword binary integer into which a numeric
value is placed that provides a reason for failure, if return_value
is -1 (otherwise, ignore this field)

8. reason_code—a fullword binary integer into which a numeric
value is placed that provides a reason for failure, if return_value
is -1 (otherwise, ignore this field); this is intended to provide
more information about a particular failure.

SOME NOTES ABOUT FLAGS AND CODES

In the programming documents, values for flags and codes are often
specified as symbolic names, which is a C affectation. The idea is to be
more portable; the real effect is to make you less productive. In your
macro library, you can find member BPXYCONS. If you code that
name as a macro, all the flags will be included in your assembly.
However, that does not help the folks coding in COBOL, PL/I, or C. So
in this article, I have included the values that tie to the symbolic names
so you can use those or not.
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For BPX1LOD, the possible Flags are:
Lod_Error_St_ExLink (x”80000000”) - load should fail if file is

an external link or has the sticky bit set; in this case return_code is set
to EPERM and reason code is set to JrExternalLink or JrStickyBit

Lod_Ignore_Sticky (x”40000000”) - if sticky bit is on for the file,
load it anyway

In reality, a value of zero has always worked fine for the times I have
used this service.

Similarly, possible return codes and reason codes are documented in
“z/OS UNIX System Services Messages and Codes”. Again, these are
specified as symbolic names, but in this case, the book documents the
equivalent hex values also.

For BPX1LOD, the possible return code values are:
EACCESS (x”006F”)—insufficient access authority
ELOOP (x”0092”)—symbolic links were circular
ENAMETOOLONG (x”007E”)—total name longer than 1023 or any

component longer than 255
ENOENT (x”0476”)—no file name specified
ENOEXEC (x”0082”)—file is not executable
ENOMEM (x”0084”)—file cannot fit in available memory
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1. Set up - declaring data items and external functions:

dcl 1 dynam_parms,
2 name_len fixed bin(31) init(’4’),
2 sub_name char(40) init(’dbin’),
2 flags fixed bin(31) init(’0’),
2 path_len fixed bin(31) init(’14’),
2 path_name char(40) init(’/u/scomsto/bin’),
2 sub_entry entry() variable options(asm),
2 ret_code fixed bin(31) init(’0’),
2 reason fixed bin(31) init(’0’);

dcl bpx1lod entry (fixed bin(31),
char(40),
fixed bin(31),
fixed bin(31),
char(40),
entry() variable options(asm),
fixed bin(31),
fixed bin(31);

2. Calling the BPX1LOD service:

call bpx1lod(name_len,
sub_name,
flags,
path_len,
path_name,
sub_entry,
ret_code,
reason);

3. Calling the loaded routine:

call sub_entry();

FIGURE 3: PL/I EXAMPLE

1. Set up DSs and DCs needed:

name_len dc f’4’
sub_name dc cl40’dbin’
flags dc f’0’
path_len dc f’14’
path_name dc cl40’/u/scomsto/bin’
sub_entry ds f
ret_code dc f’0’
reason dc f’0’
plist call ,(,,,,,,,,)mf=l

2. Calling the BPX1LOD service:

call bpx1lod, x
(name_len, x
sub_name, x
flags, x
path_len, x
path_name, x
sub_entry, x
ret_code, x
reason), x
vl,mf=(e,plist)

3. Calling the loaded program:

l 15,sub_entry
la 2,reset
bsm 2,0
bassm 14,15
bsm 0,2

reset    ds 0h

Notes:

1. Assumption is re-entrant code, hence the list and exe-
cute forms of the call

2. The ‘x’ continuation indicators must, of course, be in
column 72, and the continuation lines begin exactly in
column 16

3. The use of BSM and BASSM is because BPX1LOD does not
do AMODE switching itself, so the calling routine must
handle it (unless you know all routines are in the
same AMODE)

FIGURE 1: ASSEMBLER EXAMPLE

1. Set up data items in working-storage:

01 dynam-items.
02 name-len pic s9(9) binary value ’4’.
02 sub-name pic x(40) value ’dbin’.
02 flags pic s9(9) binary value ’0’.
02 path-len pic s9(9) binary value ’14’.
02 path-name pic x(40) value ’/u/scomsto/bin’.
02 sub-entry function-pointer.
02 sub-value redefines sub-entry.

03 s-one pic s9(9) binary value ’0’.
02 ret-code pic s9(9) binary value ’0’.
02 reason pic s9(9) binary value ’0’.

2. Calling the BPX1LOD routine:

call ’bpx1lod’ using name-len,
sub-name,
flags,
path-len,
path-name,
sub-entry,
ret-code,
reason

3. Calling the loaded routine:

call sub-entry

Note:

1. Notice the redefines of sub-value by s-one; this is so
error checking can see if the function value returned
from BPX1LOD is -1 or not

FIGURE 2: COBOL EXAMPLE



ENOTDIR (x”0087”)—at least one component in the path name is not
a directory

EINVAL (x”0079”)—filename_len is invalid
EMFILE (x”007C”)—too many open files (this process)
ENFILE (x”007F”)—too many open files (system wide)
EPERM (x”008B”)—operation not permitted

For BPX1LOD, the possible reason codes are:
JrExternalLink (x”0252”)—external link not supported
JrStickyBit (x”0493”)—sticky bit not supported

Usually, it is sufficient to simply check if return_value is -1 or not,
and that is the approach we take in our examples.

Many z/OS UNIX services are available for programs written in
Assembler, COBOL, PL/I and C. These services are often useful even
if the program is not designed nor expected to run under a z/OS UNIX
shell. I hope these examples have provided a useful starting point for
your exploration of these services.
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1. Set up - declare data items and external functions:

typedef void (*mydynam) ();
mydynam dbintpr;

int name_len = 4;
char sub_name [40];
int flags = 0;
int path_len = 14;
char path_name [40];
int ret_code;
int reason;

void BPX1LOD(int *, char *, int*,
int *, char *,
void *,
int *,
int *);

2. Calling the BPX1LOD service:

strcpy(sub_name,”dbin”);
strcpy(path_name,”/u/scomsto/bin”);

BPX1LOD (&name_len, sub_name, &flags,
&path_len, path_name,
&dbinptr,
&ret_code,
&reason);

3. Calling the loaded routine:

(dbintpr) ();

FIGURE 4: C EXAMPLE


